The present report is presented to the Committee, to follow-up to the periodic report that is presented by the State of Guatemala in 2013 by the Legal Network and its Observatory in Human Rights, HIV and MARPS.

The Legal Network and its Observatory in Human Rights, HIV and MARPS, is a civil society multiparty space, national representative, that includes groups of people living with HIV, Lesbian, Gay Bisexual and Transgender people (LGBT), sex workers, grass-root level groups, individuals and the organizations that works on HIV, HIV advanced and human rights, with the purpose of fight for the protection, promotion and defense of their Human Rights; among its goals is to advocate for the reduction of stigma, discrimination, criminalization and victimization of HIV people and the Most-at-risk Populations, with inclusive actions before the State, political and private spaces nationwide.

With this document, we are looking forward to report to the Committee about the inexistence of legal and administrative dispositions, the absence of dialogue spaces between the State and the Civil Society to provide protection and attention to Lesbians, Gays, Bisexuals and Transgender in Guatemala.

In the reports and the questionnaire presented to the Committee by the State of Guatemala, it is evident the complete absence of information about legal and institutional dispositions and of public policies that protects, prevents and sanction the human rights violations of the LGBT people. This void has generated a high level of vulnerability and impunity of these acts.

Guatemala had been informed about this situation through reports from the Office of the High Commissioner of the United Nations for Human Rights in Guatemala, about mistreatment in the health system, the discrimination and violence that the human rights defenders face. There are recommendations made in the Universal Periodic Review about the need to fight against the lynching and murders, end the impunity of the assaults reported, sensitize the law forces and

---

1 All the translations have been made by the authors.

judges, approve new measures to end the aggressions to human right defenders, train law enforcement officials and judicial authorities. In reviewing these recommendations in the reviewing session in October 2012, the State did not report any advance or information about them. Although, in the written answers to the questions formulated in the second cycle, expressed its viability to attend the necessity to open the dialog between the different society sectors to guaranty the LGBT people human rights and manifested that recognize and respect all the personas regardless their identity or sexual orientation.

The Human Rights Committee of the United Nations, expressed its concern for the discrimination and violence that the LGBT people are victim, and urged the State to clearly and officially express its intolerance to this ways of social stigma.

Despite the political declarations given by Guatemala, until the date there is not any advance, approach or political will that effectively respond and in an comprehensive way to the LGBT people needs.

Here are argued the legal and institutional emptiness from the Guatemalan State related to the Convention for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment:

**Article 1**

In spite of that in this article has been argued that the dispositions, affect not only the torture acts, but it includes the ill-treatments related in article 16, the State has not advanced in the revision, analysis and adapting the legislation, attention and security protocols in the deprivation of liberty centers, for the benefit of LGBT people deprived of liberty, as contained in the Committee’s General Comment number 2.

This gap has led to the commission of abuses against transgender women, for example in Quetzaltenango (north-western part of the country), took place the arrest of some transgender women that practice paid sexual activities. After complains and allegations from the neighbors, they were arrested, transported in a van, where social media had the opportunity to photographed them, and after they were taken to a detention place, locked out with men, who physically and sexually abused them. After this incident, they presented the allegation but they were not attended and these acts remain in the impunity.

In the same city, an activist trans women from the organization OTRANS, in January 2011, who traveled to collect information from these acts, while walking on the central park was apprehended without any legal reason, imprisoned, abused by police officers, thrown to the floor in a provisional detention center, disposed of her identity document as a human rights defender, verbally and physically abuse and finally her hair was cut against her will.

---

7 Op. Cit. Czech Republic, number 36
10 CCPR/C/GTM/CO/3 Observation number 11.
It is clear, that there is a general lack of framework of human rights of the LGBT communities in the prison system, which generates acts of discrimination and violence of their rights. Besides, for the absence of protocols that attends these issues, in the deprivation of liberty centers don’t exist proper spaces to receive transgender or transsexual people, who are locked with other men, without any protection, which exposure them to sexual violence and physical violence in hands of other prisoners, in addition of the bad treats from the Prison system authorities, who obligates them to behave as their biological sex, and not as their gender identity.

**Article 2**

Guatemala those not count with any type of disposition that prohibits the discriminatory acts, nor prevent torture acts, or abuses, based on prejudice for discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender identity to people that are under their jurisdiction. Despite Guatemala has the Discrimination crime typified in its Criminal Code\(^\text{11}\), its writing is wide and does not include between the explicitly prohibited motivations either the sexual orientation nor gender identity. This circumstance has complicated the prosecution of discriminatory attitudes. This gap has left a wide margin of maneuver and impunity for human rights violations that people LGBT suffer, under the justification that many of the attitudes and discriminatory actions cannot be classified in a penal type and therefore can’t be prosecuted by the attorneys because they can’t accept a complain.

In the Criminal Code is typified the crime of torture\(^\text{12}\). However its wording does not allow to frame all the offenses that takes place in Guatemala, and that in compliance to the international instruments are considered as torture. However, an unconstitutionality\(^\text{13}\) action was filed against it, and was declared that its wording must be adjusted to the international treaties related; actually it remains with the same wording.

**Article 10**

It has not been possible to verify if the officials and security guards from the Prison System have received any training on these topics. The Prison Study School has not included the topic, taught lessons nor complete courses, do not have training materials that attend the specificities of LGBT

\(^{11}\) Penal Code. Decree 17-73. Article 202 bis. Discrimination is understood as any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference based on gender, race, ethnicity, language, age, religion, economic status, illness, disability, marital status, or any other reason, reasons or circumstances, which prevents or hinders a person, group of persons or associations, the exercise of a legally established including customary law or customs, in accordance with the politic constitution of the republic and the human rights international treaties. Who by action or omission incurred in the described conduct in the preceding paragraph, will be punished with prison of one to three years and a fine of five hundred to three thousand quetzales.

The penalty will be increased by one-third: A) when the reason of the discrimination is based on language, cultural or ethnic. B) for whom any form spreads, support or incite discriminatory ideas. C) When the act is committed by a government employee or civil servant in the performance of their duties. D) When the act is committed by any particular in the performance of public service.


\(^{13}\) Because of the action of general partial unconstitutionality filed, identify with the file number 1822-2011 y sentence from the Constitutional Court, from July 17\(^\text{th}\) 2012, the article 201 bis form the Penal Code must include: From de UN Convention: “of punish it” when it refers that the torture are serious suffering, physically or mentally, in order to obtain from it o by a third person information or a confession, or “to punish it” for an act that has committed. Also from that Convention must include “or by any reason based on any type of discrimination”. From the Inter-American Human Rights Commission, the article must include –the torture are suffering- “by any other purpose. It will be understood also as torture the application over a person with methods to obliterate the personality from the victim or to decrease the physical and mental ability, although physical pain or physique anguish has not been caused”.
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people concerning the treatment, stigma and discrimination they face while are deprived of their liberty. Any neither rule, nor financially, technical and human resources supported programs have been installed to give an integral attention to these people. In the rehabilitation area there is not either permanent or sustainable program in charge of promoting a culture of respect with regard the LGBT people from the other inmates.

This void, on training and professionalization processes, exist either in the Direction of the Prison System and the Directions of National Civil Police and the General Direction on Migrations, all of them within the Interior Ministry, as well as in any other Executive Branch institutions.

Based on information from the State institutions, obtained via Public Information Access Law 14, where the Prison System states that currently exists a comprehensive plan of attention for LGBT inmates, there has not been possible to verify its implementation, and it has been documented some violations of their human rights. This is a common pattern observed in different State Institutions where there are statements on how LGBT human rights are promoted and respected but any concrete action is taken to attend their needs.

Article 13
Due to the lack of trust in state institutions, the fear of reprisals, the lack of sensitivity of the staff in charge of receive complaints and the impunity in the few cases presented in the past, LGBT people had not filed denounces nor complaints before authorities. These have made more complicated to document and demonstrate the problematic and compile the necessary evidence to promote with a higher coercion power the state response concerning security issues for LGBT people.

Besides, discriminatory attitudes from Security Officers in prisons, of whom it has been reported that use the threat of physical punishment or solitary confinement as a mean to limit the capacity of submit complaints by LGBT people.

In 2012, the Legal Network and its Observatory documented that the Prison System, in a clear discriminatory action, violating the human rights of the transgender inmates, issued a circular 15 ordering to cut their hair to avoid possible escapes, based on a new from the 70s in the USA. When the investigation began, the transgender inmates reported threats by the Prison System authorities about their communication with the Legal Network Lawyers. These threats where aimed to stop the legal process and communicate exclusively with the Prison System Authorities and cease the complaints and judicial claims to repeal the circular.

The Ombudsman Office, under pressure of the Legal Network and its Observatory, has tried to document the situation within the prison. However, due to the lack of specific knowledge on the LGBT rights and the lack of investigation skills, it has been not able to report the violations of human rights in the prisons either individual cases nor patterns of abuses.

15 Circular 281-2012/EFA-Ibr. October/3/2012. “(…) the homosexual inmates must wear at any time the dressing coherent to their natural gender (homosexual men as men with their hair cut, lesbian women as women), coherently, therefore must be often supervised the performance of these circular, to avoid any incident that could happen while the visit hours. Original Spanish Version: “(…) los privados de libertad homosexuales deberán vestir en todo momento la vestimenta según su género natural (hombres homosexuales como hombres con el cabello recortado, mujeres lesbianas como mujeres), conforme corresponde, debiendo supervisar constantemente, el cumplimiento a dicha normativa, para evitar incidentes que pudieran manifestarse aprovechando el horario de visitas”
Article 16

Based on the information that has been documented by the Legal Network, it can be concluded that the abuses faced by LGBT people more often can be described as cruel, inhuman and degrading treatments. These covers an array from discriminatory attitudes of the police officers who chase after them in the public spaces assuming they are committing crimes, using verbal and physical abuses, sending them to prison to be ill-treated by prison guards and security officers in the same way.

Once admitted, transgender people are verbal and emotionally abused by the guards in charge of the admission. During physical search, they are requested to exhibit their genitals to verify their “true gender” (in male-to-female persons), do not receive proper mental assistance and no specific medical assistance such access to hormone treatment. In average terms, there is no security measures concerning the vulnerability derived from their gender identity for example they are imprisoned with other male prisoners who sexually abuse them sometimes.

Prison System does not have psychologists who understand the impacts of physical and verbal violence of discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity.

The circular mention in the previous part, is a clear evidence of the prevailing prejudices and ignorance within the Prison System that promote the prejudices in the Directors of Prisons and security officers. As a result of the legal actions promoted in this case, the Ombudsman issued a Resolution on January 16th, in the file EXP.ORD.GUA.7875-2012/DE, where he points the Prison System Officers responsible for cutting the hair of the transgender women, orders the suspension of the Circular and recommends to develop trainings to increase the knowledge and awareness of the Direction officers and prevent future violations.

It must be highlighted that in this Resolution, the Ombudsman Office included a case of another transgender whose rights were violated by the Prison System officials, as it follows: “On the other hand, officials of the Ombudsman Office held visits to different prisons throughout the country, proceedings from which it must be stressed out the interview with the inmate xxx in the Department of Izabal (north-eastern part of the country) who expressed that the former director of the Prison constantly threatened her with cutting her hair and forced her to dress and speak as a man, humiliating her inclusive in front of other inmates, who at the time harassed him (sic.), and disdainfully”.

However, there is no evidence on whether any action was taken after the knowledge of this acts, to sanction the responsible in this case, to prevent new abuses and to repair the damaged inflicted to the victim. Furthermore, there are no reports on how the Resolution of the Ombudsman was implemented and how it has been followed-up.

Is highly important to stress that this is the first time that an official record contains physical evidence of how LGBT people rights are violated and the ill-treatment they constantly suffer both in Prisons are outside of them.

16 Name of the victim has been omitted for her personal security.
Finally, there have been documented cases of school violence against LGBT people. In these cases are seen discriminatory actions that go from verbal to physical abuse, without any concrete measure by the state institutions. Recently, the Education Ministry issued a Circular to prevent this phenomenon targeted to bullying but omitting the hatred actions based on sexual orientation and gender identity despite they were inspired by the world report on school violence of Paulo Sergio Pinheiro\(^\text{17}\) that actually includes it among other motivations. This void seems as an acquiescence of the state for such violence and it has lead in some cases to boys and girls to abandon school and in some cases are pushed to sexual commerce activities.

**Recommendations:**

Based on the evidence presented in this report, the Legal Network and its observatory of human rights, HIV and MARPS, recommend to the Committee against Torture to include in his concluding observations to Guatemala, the following:

1. Issue the legal and administrative framework to prohibit the acts of verbal and physical violence based on sexual orientation and gender identity, in order to prevent new acts. At the same time, investigate, identify and punish the offenders and repair the victims of torture, cruel, inhuman and degrading treatments.

2. Develop sustainable and comprehensive training process inside the institutions in charge of protect and respect the right to life of LGBT people, especially the Law enforcement officials, judiciary and Prison System staff.

3. Start campaigns to raise public awareness about the importance of respect the LGBT human rights, framing them in the universal respect for human rights and the fight against discrimination. These campaigns must be targeted to all the state institutions.

4. Fully involve the LGBT civil society organization, through institutional spaces, to the design and implementation process of all these recommendations.

**NOTE:** See document attached at the bottom of this report

Guatemala: 08 de octubre de 2012.

Directores (as) y/o Sub-Directores (as)
Centros de Detención
Dirección General del Sistema Penitenciario
Presentes.

Señores Directores (as) y/o Subdirectores (as);

Sirvase tomar nota, por antecedentes relacionados a fuga, a partir de la presente fecha los privados de libertad homosexuales deberán vestir en todo momento el vestimenta según su género natural (hombres homosexuales, como hombres con el cabello recortado; mujeres lesbianas como mujeres), conforme corresponde, debiendo supervisar constantemente el cumplimiento a dicha normativa, para evitar incidentes que pudieran manifestarse aprovechando el horario de visitas.

Atentamente,

[Signature]

Cu. Archivo

[Stamp]

[Address]

[Website]
Dwight Worker, el hombre que escapó de la carcel vestido de mujer

De: Torres, David
Fecha: 4 de enero de 2023
Asunto: Dwight Worker

La tarde de ayer, durante una rutina de búsqueda en el interior de la cárcel, se encontró con una sorpresa inesperada. En efecto, un hombre vestido de mujer fue descubierto en uno de los recintos de la prisión. Su nombre es Dwight Worker y es uno de los reos más peligrosos de la carcel. Al momento de la captura, el reo estaba vestido con una falda y un top blanco, lo que lo hizo parecer una mujer. Parece ser que trabajaba en el departamento de cocina de la prisión y hacía un buen papel, ya que nadie sospechaba de su verdadera identidad.

Worker fue arrestado y ahora está en la sala de interrogatorios de la prisión. Su abogado, Mr. Smith, se ha ofrecido para defenderlo, afirmando que su cliente no es un peligro para la sociedad y que su verdadera identidad es un secreto que debe ser respetado. La prisión ha decidido mantenerlos en aislamiento y que no se le permita ningún contacto con el exterior hasta que se dé con la verdad.

La noticia ha causado gran revuelo en la ciudad, y las autoridades están a la expectativa de lo que podría suceder en los próximos días. La captura de Worker es un hito importante en la lucha contra el delito y se espera que la Justicia haga justicia a las víctimas de su presunta conducta criminal.